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1 Introduction

This work uses Lagrangian particle tracking in an assessment of the observed bottlenose dolphin carcass 
standings in the Northern Gulf of Mexico during and after the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The primary 
objective was to identify the likely origin of carcasses tha t were discovered between Galveston Bay and 
Mobile Bay from June 2010 to June 2011 (Figure 1). If the origin can be estimated then one may be 
able to identify the dolphin stock component from which the carcass arose. Further, by examining the 
fate of other particles from the area occupied by the originating stock component, an estimate of the 
number of carcasses that were not recovered can be secured.

Given a velocity field, Lagrangian particle tracking is a way to estimate the trajectory of individ
ual particles tha t could represent any number of objects ([1, 2, 3, 4]). This method requires a good 
representation of the velocity field. Since most dolphin carcasses were discovered in nearshore areas, 
the currents used in transporting particles (i.e., virtual dolphin carcasses) need to represent nearshore 
circulation in an area that is geometrically complex. The only way to get such a velocity field in the 
study area is to use a high resolution numerical circulation model. In this work, we use the currents 
from the high-resolution ADCIRC (ADvanced CIRCculation) model [5]. Due to  the use of an unstruc
tured mesh and its high-scalability on parallel computing platforms, ADCIRG is capable of handling 
multi-scale problems from basin scale phenomena, to inlet scale flows, to feature scale flows such as flow 
around jetty. The spatial resolution of the mesh or grid used for hydrodynamic calculations is as fine 
as 20-30m in the nearshore and intra-tidal zones. This assessment deploys a large number of virtual 
carcasses uniformly over large areas of a modeled representation of the northern Gulf of Mexico and 
tracks their positions over defined periods of time.

In the case of tracking dolphin carcases, a number of issues arise. The changes in the buoyancy of 
dolphin carcasses with respect to size and condition are not well established and could be important. 
For instance, when fully submerged, it is reasonable to assume tha t carcasses are transported purely by 
hydrodynamic currents. But when partially submerged, wave-induced drift and wind-induced drag also 
contribute to the movement of the carcasses. The influence of winds on floating objects in general is not 
currently an exact science and search and rescue operations often use a range of possible relationships 
in practice. As shall be discussed below in Section 2, we explored the search and rescue literature and
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Figure 1: Tjoeations of dolphin carcasses observed from June 2010 to June 2011 (source: NOAA- 
Fisheries, SEFSC). Black lines represent the area designated as the stranding areas in the model result.

use a fractional wind exposure approach to account for the effect of wind-induced drags when particles 
simulating dolphin carcasses are exposed to the wind.

The remainder of the report is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe in detail the method
ologies used in this study. The subsequent section (Section 3) contains results from this assessment, 
including the distribution of stranded carcasses and their likely origins. Conclusions from the study are 
drawn in Section 4.

2 M ethodology

2.1 Lagrangian particle tracking

The trajectory of an individual particle representing a dolphin carcass is computed by integrating

dx{t] a;®''
di ( 1 )

where u is a particle velocity and x°  is the original position of the particle. An object partially immersed 
in the water surface Is transported not only by the water current but also by wind and waves. The 
la tter two may cause the trajectory of the object to deviate from tha t driven by water currents alone. 
To account for these effects, we adopt a simple, widely-used approach tha t considers the combination 
of the currents Uc and the object velocity relative to the currents, ui, as the particle velocity, more 
specifically

u  = Uc + u i. (2)

We derive the currents Uc from the hindcasts of the continental shelf/estuarine hydrodynamic circu
lation in the Gulf of Mexico for the time period of April 2010 to June 2011 using the high-resolution 
hydrodynamic ADCIRC model. The model, based on the unstructured-mesh finite element method.
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represents estuaries and wetlands, the continental shelf, and the deep Gulf of Mexico in high resolution. 
The model uses the so-called SL16 mesh which has mesh resolution as fine as 20-.‘10m in the nearshore 
and intra-tidal zones [6]. Winds, tides, atmospheric pressure, Coriolis, and rivers are the primary forces 
th a t drive the flow in the hindcasts; realistic data from both models and observations of these forc
ings are utilized in the calculations. A detailed account and comprehensive performance evaluation 
of the hindcasts can be found in [7]. In the tracking calculations, we use a 30-minute time resolution 
of the currents (note tha t a significantly smaller time step is used in the hydrodynamic simulations 
themselves).

It is noted tha t several model assumptions needed to be accepted to conduct this work. The 
hindcasts exclude the effect of wind-induced waves, which is arguably an im portant process of very 
nearshore circulation. Currents obtained from the ADCIRC model are depth-averaged currents and 
vertical structure in the velocity field could be important. The model is barotropic and baroclinic 
processes related to the presence of freshwater are not captured. Since the model is based on the 
barotropic assumption and run in a two dimensional mode, the model currents become less ph3fsically 
realistic as one moves seaward toward the shelf break and the open Gulf of Mexico. However, ADCIRC 
has an excellent performance record in the study region, and it was the onlj" circulation model capable 
of providing such a high resolution representation of the geometrically complex and large study area. 
Because the model does include river discharge into the model domain, some aspects related to this 
volume flux are represented. Furthermore, the model was extensively validated in [7] and model currents 
match relativel}" well with the observed currents measured at near-shore locations which was the primary 
focal region for the project. We discuss below the relative velocity ui which is also refered to as the 
drift velocity.

2.1.1 R ela tive velocity

After reviewing the available literature, we relied largely on drift properties used in the field of oil-spill 
modeling and operational search and rescue modeling to inform our approach for modeling dolphin 
carcass drift. The carcasses found in the Gulf of Mexico during this period varied in size from small 
neonatal dolphins to adults, and we used this information to presume tha t dolphin carcasses are rela
tively small in size (i.e., in comparison to  typical waves) and partially submerged. For objects of length 
scale significantly smaller than the length of a wave, it is known that the drift induced by waves is 
insignificant [8, 9]. This allowed us to simplify and ignore wave-induced effects, and an analysis of a 
simple setting considering the balance of wind-induced and current-induced drags exerted on a partially 
submerged object was undertaken (details are in Appendix A). This analysis indicated that relative 
velocity ui is linearly proportional to the wind velocity with the coefficient (multiplying the wind) de
pending on an immersion ratio. The analysis suggested a level of wind fraction tha t is within the range 
employed in previous studies in the oil-spill and operational search and rescue modeling.

In oil-spill applications, the relative velocity ui is commonly taken to be

(3)
cos 6 — sin 9
sin 0 cos 0

where is a constant multiplier, denotes the wind velocity (usually, 10-m height winds), and 9 
is the deflection angle (positive counter-clockwise) from the wind direction to account for the Ekman 
effect. The value of is often assumed to  be in the range of 0.03-0.035 of 10-m winds in the absence 
of explicitly derived water currents [10, 11]; the deflection angle, positive for the northern hemisphere, 
ranges from 3" to 28" as reported in the literature (see e.g. [12, 13, 14[). Dietrich et al. [11] found from 
their numerical experiments tha t a 7° wind deflection angle provides reasonable results for surface oil 
transport patterns in the northern Gulf of Mexico.
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In the field of operational search and rescue modeling, a relationship between the relative velocity, 
also known as the leeway drift, and the 10-m wind speed is determined empirically by field experiments 
as a way to tackle the very difficult problem of determining the net force on small objects with complex 
geometries [15, 9, 16, 17]. Note tha t these analyses explicitly account for water currents. More recently, 
Breivik et al. [17] describe a more refined procedure, the so-called leeway field method, in collecting 
and condensing leeway data in a field experiment. The leewa}  ̂ field method condenses the relationship 
between the downwind component Udw and crosswind leeway component Ucw of the leeway drift (the 
former is the component parallel to the 10-m wind direction and the latter is the component normal 
to the 10-m wind direction) and the 10-m wind through a set of coefficients arising from the linear 
regression

^  T  T

—̂'10 T  ĈW— T  £cw—'

The observed downwind (right, left crosswind) leeway drift Udw {ucw+,Ucw-) is related to the 10-m wind 
speed through the multiplier (fflctu+jUcu-), the offset (bcw+,bcw-), and the Gaussian error term 
(£cw+,£cw-)- In the same work, the authors provide the results from the field studies conducted along 
the Norwegian coast of three objects, namely a medium-sized shipping container ('^.3.6mx0.7mx0.8m), 
a 55-gallon oil drum (cylinder with a diameter of 58 cm and a length of 87 cm), and a WW-11 mine 
(oval shape of 125 cm in height and 105 cm in diameter). The immersion ratio of these objects ranges 
approximately from 60% to 70%. The results show that the downwind leeway drift range approximately 
from 0.008 (the oil drum) to 0.02 (the mine) of the 10-m wind speed. Among these objects, only the 
oil drum exhibits significant crosswind leeway drift of approximately 0.004-0.006 of the wind speed.

The above mentioned previous works reflect the use of a wide range of whnd percentages and de
flection angles in Lagrangian tracking of drifting objects. Since we are dealing with both partially 
submerged objects (presumablj^) similar in size and submersion ratio as those studied by Breivik et 
al. [17] and we explicitly compute water currents, we are inclined to use the leeway drift approach 
and the results of their field studies, i.e. with wind percentages of approximately less than 2%.. In 
addition, this level of wind percentage is also supported by the simple estimate we derived in Appendix 
A (although the analysis is simplistic at best) which suggests a wind percentage of approximately 1.6% 
for an object with 60% immersion ratio and with a 50cm-height above the surface water. Note tha t in 
our tracking simulations tha t consider the wind-driven drift, the value of the drift velocity is calculated 
from the 10-m North American Mesoscale (NAM) whnd product^, which are also the winds used in the 
hydrodynamic model runs.

2.1 .2  Rem arks on particle tracking algorithm

Given the initial location, the trajectory of each particle is obtained by numerically integrating equation
(1) using a 4**'-order Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme with an adaptive time step size to control error 
in the integration. More precisely, the time step is chosen based on the error determined by comparing 
the position of the particle at time t  | St when integrating with the time step St and whth the time 
step St/2. If the error is greater than the given tolerance, the time step is cut in half and re-integrated 
until the determined error is less than the tolerance. Note that, with sufficiently small error tolerance 
in the time integration, the resulting time step size would also ensure tha t the particle would cross only 
one element at the end of each time marching step. The time marching procedure requires the value 
of velocity (current and wind) at the particle location. Here, this value is obtained from the linear 
interpolation in time and space of the nodal data given on the finite element mesh. The particle is not 
allowed to  cross a levee or a land boundary. If a new position of the particle crosses such a boundary, the

^NAM w inds can be  ob ta ined  a t  h t tp : / /n o m a d s .n c d c .n o a a .g o v /d a ta /n a m a iil /
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particle position is instead set to a location on the boundary and subsequently determined by tracking 
along edges. In a tracking task with direct wind, the contribution of wind to the particle velocity is 
set to  zero if the particle location resides in an element adjacent to land or a levee to  prevent the wind 
contribution from artihcially transporting the particle across the levee or land boundaries.

2.2 In itial seed ing and tracking period

In this study, wo tracked a large number (approx. 11 million) of particles tha t are initiallj^ near- 
evenly distributed over a large area spanning the coastal areas and the continental shelves of Louisiana, 
Mississippi, and Alabama as a means of assessing the stranding of marine carcasses. The initial seeding 
areas are enclosed in the polygons shown in Figure 2. The initial seeding was carried out in two steps.

-91 -90.5 -90 -89.5 -89 -88.3
Ion

Figure 2: (a) Polygons enclosing the initial seeding areas; (b) seeding areas in South-Eastern Louisiana.

First, 10® particles per square degree of longitude and latitude were scattered over each polygon. Second, 
particles in locations where the water depth is shallower than 80 cm were removed. This resulted in 
tracking a pool of approximately 11 million seeded particles. This set of seeded particles is released 
every 7 days over a period of one year with the first set being released on June 1, 2010 and the last set 
on June 14, 2011. For each release, each individual particle is tracked for 15 days.

Wo consider two scenarios in the tracking: (i) particles transported only by water currents (driven 
by atmospheric pressure, winds, tides, and riverine discharge) and (ii) particles transported by currents 
and the 1% wind drift with a 7° deflection angle. It is noted tha t the magnitude of wind ranges from the 
same order to two orders of magnitude greater than the current speed; thus the 1% wind drift ranges 
from a small fraction of the current speed to a contribution as large as the current itself. Therefore, 
one could expect discernible differences between results from these two scenarios.

2.3 A ssessm ent and stranding zones

Lagrangian tracking provides a time series of individual particle locations for the entire period of 
tracking. The particle tracking thus furnishes information tha t may be used in examining the final 
distribution of particles (i.e., virtual carcasses) originating from different sites of interest. This allows 
us to locate where particular carcass, stranded at a certain location and time, was likely to have
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originated from. It allows us to explore to where other particles from tha t same general area (i.e., stock 
component area) were likelj^ transported.

In these analyses, once the particles enter pre-idenlified stranding zones, they are declared stranded, 
i.e. their positions are unchanged thereafter^. The stranding zones represent an area with a possibility 
of dolphin carcasses to wash up on. Here, the probable stranded zones of interest include beaches, thin 
coastal strips, and islands along the northern Gulf Coast from East of Galveston, TX to Mobile Bay, 
AL (see Figure 3(a) for an illustration of polygons representing the defined stranding zones).

2.4 Transition m atrix

One of the products of this work is the so-called connectivity or transition matrices. The connectivity 
matrix has been employed widely in marine population studies (see [18] and references therein) to 
systematically examine the exchange of particles between different sites. An entry i i , j )  of the transition 
matrix N {t;to) represents the population or the proportion of the population, when normalized with 
the number of particles, originating from the A*' site at to to reach the site after & t — to tracking 
period. In other words, the A*' row of the matrix contains the information of the particle population 
that, at time t, reaches different zones from the A** zone; the column of the m atrix indicates the 
population from different zones tha t constitute the population of the y**' zones at time t. When a 
scenario of stranding is considered, the entry (*,i) of the transition matrix, with the y*^-zone being a 
stranding zone, is the cumulative population, originating from the A'̂  zone, tha t are stranded in the y*'’ 
zone. Note tha t we can compute the transition matrices both with and without the terminal stranding 
consideration discussed above.

The reported transition matrices are built based on the set of polygons^ illustrated in Figure 2. 
There are a total of 190 polygons in this set. These polygons represent areas th a t can be grouped 
roughly as follows: probable stranding zones which consist of beaches (88 polygons) and islands (24 
polygons) dotted along the shoreline; inner-coastal water zones (18 polygons) buffering the stranding 
zones and deeper water zones; bays (6 polygons); inland water zones including lakes and marsh areas 
(21 polygons); deltas (1 polygons) and sounds (8 polygons); outer-coastal zones (12 polygons) buffering 
inner-coastal zones and continental-shelf zones; continental-shelf zones (12 polygons). Figure 3 depicts 
zones based on the above simplified classification.

Note tha t the entries in the transition m atrix related to a starting location associated with a stock 
component and a stranding zone (e.g., beaches, islands) are a primary output. These values represent 
the probability tha t a particle (i.e., virtual carcass) from a given stock will strand in a particular 
stranding zone. This is the prohahility of beaching described in [19].

3 R esults

3.1 D istribution  o f stranded particles and their origins

Before discussing results of the model strandings, we show, as an example in Figures 4 and 5, the 
particle positions after their release. These figures depict the results from the current tracking model 
and the current-wind tracking model, respectively. The release time of these particles is June 1, 2010.

^In th e  ac tu a l track ing , th e  stran d ed  partic ip les a re  allowed to  be  tra n sp o r te d  fu rther; we sim ply d iscard  th e  tra jec to ries  
a f te r  th e  tim e  a t  which th ey  becom e stran d ed  in th e  analysis step.

^T his se t of polygons, based loosely on a se t o f c rude  polygons we in troduced , were carefully devised by Lance G arrison 
of NO A A  Fisheries.
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Stranding zones: beaches and islands
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Figure 3: Classification of zones. Prom top and left to right: probable stranding zones; inner coastal 
zones; bays; inland coastal water zones; delta and sounds; outer- coastal zones and continental shelves.
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Figure 4: Positions of particles after initial release for the current only tracking model. Top: 3 days 
after release, middle: 5 days, bottom: 7 days. Initial release time: 06/01/2010. Color represents orginal 
release area. The shift in the spatial distribution of the color is due to advection of particles by water 
currents only.
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In these figures, each particle is assigned a color representing the zone in which it was originally 
released; the color scheme of the release zones is illustrated in Figure 2. The change in the spatial 
distribution of a color through time is caused by the transport of particles by water currents or the 
combination of water currents and wind. In addition, we use a grayscale to depict the velocity magni
tude (the lighter, the higher current velocity) and use arrows to  represent the current magnitude and 
direction. The distinct differences between the two simulations can be clearly discerned from these 
plots. It appears tha t the current-wind tracking model moves more particles from the deeper areas to 
the shallower areas than the current only tracking model. In addition, the current-wind tracking model 
appears to  pin particles in inland lakes against their shores. In both models, the particles in the vicinity 
of the Mississippi Delta or the so-called “Birds Foot” and Atchafalaya Delta appear to be transported 
away from those regions. This is clearly due to riverine driven outward currents.

Next, we examine the data pertaining to the positions of stranding particles at 3, 5, 7 days prior to 
the time they are declared stranded to gain a better idea on the sources and the source’s strength of the 
stranded particles. We simply divide a box enclosing the release polygons into a set of uniform x Ny 
cells and determine points belonging to each cell. This allows us to use the density (the number of the 
particles per area of a cell) as an indicator of the level of the source strength. Figures 6 and 7 show 
the source density of the particles using the current only tracking model and the current-wind tracking 
model, respectively.

In Figures 6 and 7, the plot in the top row shows the areas covering the positions at 3, 5, and 7 
days before stranding of the stranded particles from all releases; the plots in the remaining rows depict 
an average source strength. Note that, in the area plots, the areas covering the origins at 3, 5, and 7 
days prior to  stranding are colored in order from dark to pale shades.

It can be observed from Figure 6 that, for the current-only tracking model, the eventually-stranded 
particles generally originate from areas in close proximity to the stranding zones. Duration of drift (i.e., 
3, 5, and 7 days) does not impact this interpretation greatly, especially in the areas along the Texas 
Coast. In the current-wind tracking model, the source positions cover areas extending approximately 
0.5° to  1° (~  25-100 km) from the shore lines. Furthermore, distinct differences can be clearly discerned 
in the extent of the particle positions at 3, 5, and 7 days before strandings. In Figure 8, we fill the 
regions between contour levels'^ of the averaged source strength of the current-wind tracking model. 
The contour levels displayed in the plots are those values given in a colorbar to the right of each plot.

It can be clearly observed from this figure tha t the density of the origins of the stranding particles 
is inversely proportional to the distance from the shores, i.e. high concentration near shore and low 
concentration in areas further away from the shore. In addition, it can be seen th a t the areas with 
relatively high particle density (> (40/7.27) x 10®) separate roughlj^ into four areas: (i) Mississippi 
Sound and Chandeleur Sound, (ii) the areas including Ba3 ŝ and shores east of the Bird Foot, (iii) areas 
west of the Atchafalaya Delta, and (ii) and an area along the Texas coast roughly west of the outlet 
of Sabine Lake. These areas appear to be separated by major deltas or major outlets. In addition, 
the origin concentration is relatively low around the Bird foot, especially to the west, and the area 
immediately off the Atchafalaya Delta.

It is noted tha t the above analysis simply gives an idea of the most likely areas tha t stranded 
particles arise from in an average sense. The analysis effectivelj" averages out event-scale variability in 
winds and currents over the simulation year. This is a partial picture and similar analj^ses focused on 
a single month demonstrate tha t the source areas for stranded particles does in fact vary to various 
degrees, from relatively mild to substantial, from the results shown above.

T h e  fill color corresponds to  th a t  of th e  lower con tour level

10
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Figure 6: Extent and strength of source locations of the current only tracking model, (a) Overall areas 
covering the positions of eventually-stranded particles at 3, 5, and 7 days prior to  being stranded (the 
areas covering the origins at 3, 5, and 7 days prior to stranding are colored in order from dark to 
pale shades); (b), (c) Average source strength (points per area) associated with the locations of the 
eventually-stranded particles at (b) 3 days and (c) 7 day prior to being stranded.
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(a)
Overall areas: tracking with wind
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Overall averaged particle density: tracking with wind
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Figure 7: Extent and strength of source locations of the current-wind tracking model, (a) Overall 
areas covering the positions of eventually-stranded particles at 3, 5, and 7 days prior to being stranded 
(the areas covering the origins at 3, 5, and 7 days prior to stranding are colored in order from dark 
to pale shades); (b), (c) Average source strength (points per area) associated with the locations of the 
eventually-stranded particles at (b) 3 days and (c) 7 day prior to being stranded.
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(a)
Overall averaged particle density: tracking with wind
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Overall averaged particle density: tracking with wind
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Figure 8: Current-wind tracking modeL Source strength associated with the particles locations at (a) 
3, (b) 5, and (c) 7 days prior to  being stranded. Regions between the contour levels are filled with the 
color of the lower contour level.
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3.2 A ssessing  th e  origins o f observed  carcasses from tracking m odel

Here, we use the model results to estimate the areas from which each observed carcass might have 
originated. To accomplish this task, for the specific location and time tha t each observed carcass was 
found, we locate the particles for each tracking release that land in the proximity of both the carcass’s 
location (and in the same stranding zone to  which the observed carcass belongs) and the time when 
the observed carcass was hrst sighted. We subsequently extract, from their trajectory, the positions 
of these particles before they are declared stranded. Results shown below, unless otherwise indicated, 
are obtained by considering the particles th a t land within 750-m radius of the carcass location and 
become stranded at the time tha t falls within 24hr before and 12hr after the observed stranding time, 
in  addition, the results shown below are those derived from the current-wind tracking model.

Figure 9 shows the trajectories and positions of particles tha t are stranded in the location and time 
proximity of each dolphin carcass found in each week of February 2011 (see Appendix B for the results 
associated with the observed carcasses found in other months).

In these plots, red, dark orange, and light purple squares respectively indicate the locations where 
the virtual carcasses are stranded and the positions of the particle at 3 days and 7 days prior to their 
stranding time"". The carcasses for which there is no virtual particle landing in their proximity are 
marked by the green diamonds in these plots. Figure 10 shows an enlarged view of the trajectories of 
the virtual carcasses tha t are stranded in the proximity of four dolphin carcass found in the Barataria 
Bay area during the week of 02/15/2011-02/22/2011. In this figure, the green circles are used to mark 
the locations of the observed carcasses, which lies on top of a cluster of red squares depicting the 
stranding locations. The dark orange and light purple squares indicate the particle location 3 and 7 
days prior to  stranding while the magenta lines indicate the particle trajectories.

Figure 11 shows the results of a specific carcass 68IMMS070510 fomid on 02/19/2011. In this Figure, 
the location of this carcass is marked by the red circle. We show the positions of the virtual carcasses 
at 3 days and 7 daj^s before becoming stranded in the carcass’s proximity with the purple squares. In 
addition, we show enclosures of areas in which these positions are relatively densely clustered. Note 
th a t the enclosures for the positions at 3 days and 7 days are colored with yellow and green colors, 
respectively. It is noted tha t since the particles are released every week and each release is tracked 
for 15 days, the particles stranding in the proximity of the observed carcass come from one to three 
different releases. It can be clearly noticed tha t the particles landing in the proximity of the observed 
carcasses are, to a large extent, local, *. e. they come from nearby areas with displacement distance less 
than  0.5° to 1° away (however, the length along the trajectories in general are generally longer than 
the displacements between the origins and the stranded locations).

4 Conclusions

Passive Lagrangian particle tracking models are used in assessing the the observed strandings in the 
Northern Gulf of Mexico for the time period from June 2010 to June 2011. The models use wind- 
driven currents from the high-resolution ADCIRC hindcasts and lOm-NAM winds. Two scenarios are 
considered in tracking: (i) virtual carcasses transported only by currents and (ii) virtual carcasses 
transported by water currents and 1% winds and a 7° deflection angle. The former represents the 
scenario where the virtual carcasses are fully submerged and the latter when partially submerged. The 
wind percentage is used to account for wind-induced drags and the 1% fraction is guided by the simple

^To be m ore precisely, in F igure 9, if th e  p artic les becom e stran d ed  from  day 0 to  day  .3 afte r th e  release, th e ir  origins 
are  m arked by th e  d a rk  orange squares; if th e  partic les becom e s tran d ed  from  day 3 to  day  7 a fte r  th e  release, th e ir  origins 
are  m arked by th e  light pu rp le  squares.
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Figure 9: Current-wind tracking model. Origins, stranding locations, and trajectories of virtual car
casses landing in the proximity, both in time and location, of each observed carcass sighted in each week 
of Feb 2011. Magenta lines represents trajectories; red, dark orange, and light purple square symbols the 
stranding positions, the locations 3-day before stranding, and 7 days before stranded, respectively. A 
green diamond symbol marks the location of an observed carcass in which no virtual carcass is stranded 
in its proximity.
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Figure 10: Current-wind tracking model. Trajectories and positions of particles landing in the proximity 
of each observed carcass sighted during 02/15/2011-02/22/2011 in Baratraria bay. Description for 
symbols are identical with those for Figure 9. The green circles are used to marked the locations of the 
observed carcasses.

29.35
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29.25
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29.15
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Figure 11: Current-wind tracking model. Areas covering the origins of particles stranded in the prox
imity of the carcass 68IMMS070510 found on 02/19/2011. The red circle is the location of the carcass. 
Green and yellow colored areas cover the positions of virtual carcasses 3 days and 7 days (including 
those stranding in between 3 to  7 days if the stranding happened before 7 days after the release time) 
prior to stranding, respectively.
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estimate based on the balance of wind-induced and current-induced drags for 60% submergence as well 
as from previous field experiments.

In the assessment, we use a large number of virtual carcasses seeded uniformly over large areas. 
The assessment consists of collecting strandings, which are the virtual carcasses entering the areas 
designated as the stranding zones, and examining their trajectories before being declared as strandings. 
Examining the origins of the strandings reveals tha t the origin positions of the model strandings cover 
areas extending approximately less than 0.5° to 1° (25-100 km) from the shorelines. In these coverage 
areas, the origins of stranded particles are clustered in areas nearshore and scattered away from the 
shore. In addition, the density of stranding origins is relatively low around the major deltas, to the 
west of the Bird foot, and the area immediately off the Atchafalaya Delta. Close examination of the 
origins of the virtual carcasses landing in both location and time proximity of the observed carcasses 
clearly show that the virtual strandings, to  a large extent, local, i.e. originate from the nearby areas 
and are likely associated with proximal dolphin stock components.

In this work, the 1% wind fraction used here is guided by analysis and field experiments. It is a 
reasonable estimate but certainly not a precise nor complete account of the effect of the wind-induced 
drift. This term should be varied with time due to the changes in shape, composition, and submergence 
factor of the dolphin carcass. To gain more confidence in the assessment, the use of other wind fractions 
or varying wind fractions may be considered; a number of tracking scenarios exhibiting good correlations 
of the strandings is subsequently used in locating the likelihood of where the strandings might have 
come from.
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A ppendix

A Estim ating wind factor

It is found in previous studies (see [9, 17] and references therein) that the drift speed rapidly approaches 
its terminal velocity and the stationary solution may be applied to  good approximation. We use this 
finding in a simplified estimate of the wind effect on a partially immersed object. In the estimate, the 
winds and currents are assumed steady and the forces acting on the protruding and submerged portions 
of the object obey the quadratic drag law. For simplicity, we show an analysis for a f-D setting (see 
Figure 12 for a schematic diagram of the problem). Note the analysis below can be extended directly 
to a similar 2-D setting. Here, let Ayj denote the areas of the object tha t are exposed to air 
and submerged in water, respectively and W . V, U denote the wind, current, and (to-be-determined) 
object’s velocity, respectively. By selecting a reference frame that travels with the object, a balance of 
wind and water induced drags can be written as

P a A a C ' a  ^2  ( ^  T  ^ l ) , P w ^ w C w  ^ ^2 ^

F W i  ^  i n i  = "
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Figure 12: Schematic diagram describing the problem of a partially-submerged drifting object

where W  = W  — V  and = V  — U. The signs of IF +  and must be opposite in order for a 
solution to exist. It is sufficient to  consider only the case where is negative and IF  +  Iffi is positive; 
in this case, one has

7l ? = V I  (4)

where =  |F i | and
P a ^ a ^ a  P a ^ ^ a  f  4l

Pw A,.
- 1 (5 )

where A  = Aa + A^, is the total area and A /A ^  is the inversion of the immersion ratio. The solution 
F l  of (4) is determined by

Fl r  —
W  r -  1 rV2 -|- 1 ■ ^

Equation (6) implies tha t F^ — F  — U, the so-called leeway drift, is linearly proportional to the 
magnitude of of the wind velocity (not the magnitude squared). Figure 13 plots the ratio Vl /W  as a 
function of the ratio of the total area and submersed area AjAyj (here, wc use = 1.125 and =  1000 
kg/m® and assume that =  C ^). Note th a t the formula above is based on winds near surface. The
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0.03

s
>

0.025
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Figure 13; The ratio of leeway drift Vĵ  and IF =  IF  — V as a function the ratio of the total area and 
submersed area A jA ^ .  Red vertical lines mark from left to  right mark the ratio leeway drift ratio for 
the object with an 80%, 60%, and 40% submersion ratio, respectively
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logarithmic wind profile can be employed in determining wind at a certain height from 10-m wind data 
which is typically used in circulation models. The logarithmic wind profile (see [20]) is given by

In

where u-j, is the friction velocity, ti is the Von Karman constant (-0.41), d is the zero displacement, zq 
is the surface roughness. Given 10-meter winds, the wind velocity at a given height is determined by

U’lo
ln(2; — d) — ln(2;o) 

ln(10 — d) — ln(2;o)

0.0002 and d is taken to  be Figure 14 shows the wind profile with respect toFor open water, zq 
10-m wind. A vertically-averaged velocity Oit z = H  is given by
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ulO/u

Figure 14: as a function of height above the water surface

U’lo f H
/ ln(2; — d)dz — ln(2;o)

J d-\- ZqH  [ln(10 — d) — In(zo)]

{{H  — d) lii(H  — d) — (H  — d) — zo In zq + zq}
wio

iJ[ln(10 — d) — In(zo)]
-  ln(2;o) (7)

where H  = H  — d — zo- Table (1) tabulates vertically-averaged wind speed with respect to the 10-m wind 
at a various height. Formula (7) can then be used in (6) for an estimate based on 10-m winds. As an 
example, from these analysis (7 and 6), the drift velocity of an object which is 60% submerged and pro
trudes 50 cm from surface water is approximately 0.026*(0.6310*T'Fio — U) ^  O.OlOlFio (approximately 
^  1.6% of the 10-m wind velocity for U).
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w
Table 1: ----- at various heights H  above the sea surface.

Wio

H w/wio
0.125 0.5034
0.25 0.5671
0.50 0.6310
0.75 0.6684
1.00 0.6949
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